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Dear Larry, 

A we ago I made an inquiry to which I should have had a reply by nol. and haven't. 
l'd appreciate it if, in close confidence, you could take it up for me. 

There is a Chaidioeca lawyer of when have only a vague recollection. lie got into 
ROM kind 	mess and dot hinnell: disbarred. ills name is Schoolfield, or at least it is 
pronounced tiet way. The case is not so far in the past that I an entirely without 
recollection. 'Jut it is very vague. 

There arc. several things I'd ap)reciata, a check of your morgue and a request of the 
repreuentativ of the Anti-Defamation Liague. With the _:DL, which J.:] what has not cone 
back to rue and Should have by now, the request will go to how York, where the simple 
arithmetic will don! done. There can't be that many inquiries about one mean cat. So, 
maybe it could 11; part of a Wallace story. Backers, bad:ies bacl3ng him, like the types 
who have been in the papers, gun-mute like that crazy doctor'. This way they could fizure 
you and I cot th,-, same tip. And it could even be true. 

I suspect there is some connection with the ,iational States Rights -arty and/or 
Stoner. By the way, the guy who was followin King for miles and mileb, tc. , in the 
Niami tape, is the former NSAP TennesJeo head, dead heart attack. And he_ in from Chat. 

Don't tell Jerry. Don't ank any questions about him pi Jerry. If he in a friend 
of Stoner's, Jerry will know. 

And by the way, whn you go to the restaurant with a Acturc, be sure it has no 
identification on it. If they do the arithmetic, there could be bad consequences, huh? 

And I would not discuss any identification they might make, either. liot yet. 

I don't kna; if we have thickoning plot.' or thickenin,:; heads. 

Thanks, 


